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City Of Darkness
Considered by many to be one of the most unique, avantgarde works published by the Lost Generation, The Eater of
Darkness is hailed as the first Dada novel published by an
American. Previously out of print for more than fifty years, this
new edition has been updated with a new introduction and
contemporary material that pays homage to the
groundbreaking life and career of author Robert M. Coates.
“One of the cleverest tours de force ever contrived by the pen
of a wit.” Young, charming, and fresh from a passionate jaunt
in France, Charles Dograr leaves behind his French lover and
returns to America to spend a year in New York City. Eager to
make his year in New York one to remember, Charles leaves
his boarding house room one night in search of an adventure.
As he wanders, Charles stumbles into the living quarters of
Picrolas, an eccentric, crazed scientist who refers to himself
as “the Eater of Darkness.” Picrolas reveals his prized
invention: a remote-control x-ray machine, designed to
electrocute and kill at random by shooting “x-ray bullets” into
the brains of Picrolas’ intended targets. Tricked by Picrolas
into releasing the trigger, Charles is instantly taken by the
machine and the power it holds. After a string of murders
ensue, Charles agrees to help Picrolas plot an elaborate bank
heist, using the x-ray bullets to kill the bank’s guards and any
unlucky witnesses that happen to be on the street during the
heist. As the city is terrorized by these mysterious murders,
Charles becomes entangled in the fallout. Characters
disappear and reappear; events spiral in a disorienting,
antirealistic fashion; and genres collide in an unpredictable,
dreamlike conclusion. Often compared to Flann O’Brien’s
The Third Policeman, The Eater of Darkness is many things:
both an acclaimed crime novel and a study in surrealist
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fiction; an experimentation of style, structure, and syntax; and
an innovative, avant-garde concoction from an author who
wrote years ahead of his time.
Humanity's most primordial terrors walk the World of
Darkness. A society of vampires' plots and schemes hidden
from human eyes. A race of werewolves battle to preserve
the soul of the earth itself. Mages, adept at manipulating the
fabric of reality, struggle for control of all existence. In San
Fancisco, events capable of shaping the entire World of
Darkness will begin and end.
Christmas 1939. In Europe the Phoney War hides carnage to
come. In Ireland Detective Inspector Stefan Gillespie keeps
tabs on Irishmen joining the British Forces. It's unpleasant
work, but when an IRA raid on a military arsenal sends Garda
Special Branch in search of guns and explosives, Stefan is
soon convinced his boss, Superintendent Terry Gregory, is
working for the IRA. At home for Christmas, Stefan is abruptly
called to Laragh, an isolated mountain town. A postman has
disappeared, believed killed, and Laragh's Guards are hiding
something. Stefan is the nearest Special Branch detective,
yet is he only there because Gregory wants him out of the
way? Laragh is close to the lake where Stefan's wife Maeve
drowned years earlier, and when events expose a connection
between the missing postman and her death, Stefan realizes
it wasn't an accident, but murder. And it will be a difficult,
dangerous journey where Stefan has to finally confront the
ghosts of the past not only in the mountains of Wicklow, but in
Spain in the aftermath of its bloody Civil War, before he can
return to Dublin to find the truth.
A ground-breaking study of the cinematic representation of
Paris in the films of émigré filmmakers who made it their first
refuge from Hitler's Germany.
A NEW YORK TIMES NOTABLE BOOK It is 1901 and
Buffalo, New York, stands at the center of the nation's
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attention as a place of immense wealth and sophistication.
The massive hydroelectric power development at nearby
Niagara Falls and the grand Pan-American Exposition
promise to bring the Great Lakes “city of light” even more
repute. Against this rich historical backdrop lives Louisa
Barrett, the attractive, articulate headmistress of the
Macaulay School for Girls. Protected by its powerful all-male
board, “Miss Barrett” is treated as an equal by the men who
control the life of the city. Lulled by her unique relationship
with these titans of business, Louisa feels secure in her
position, until a mysterious death at the power plant triggers a
sequence of events that forces her to return to a past she has
struggled to conceal, and to question everything and
everyone she holds dear. Both observer and participant,
Louisa Barrett guides the reader through the culture and
conflicts of a time and place where immigrant factory workers
and nature conservationists protest violently against
industrialists, where presidents broker politics, where wealthy
“Negroes” fight for recognition and equality, and where
women struggle to thrive in a system that allows them little
freedom. Wrought with remarkable depth and intelligence,
City of Light remains a work completely of its own era, and of
ours as well. A stirring literary accomplishment, Lauren
Belfer's first novel marks the debut of a fresh voice for the
new millennium and heralds a major publishing event.
"An absolutely unstoppable love story in an unputdownable
book. So many twists and surprises I could barely take a
breath!" - Shelly Crane, New York Times Bestselling Author
of Significance and Wide Awake "A true delight from start to
finish! It is sure to leave you thirsting for more!" - Diane
Alberts, USA Today Bestselling Author hr Charlotte Ruzikova
is an ordinary girl, but in a world of magic and monsters, it's
exactly what makes her an outcast. In occult Prague, Witches
draw enchantment spells, Shifters throw tea parties, and
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markets glow like stardust as jack-o'-lanterns jeer from
cobblestone paths. For humans on the mundane side of
town, the occult city is a fairy tale for storybooks, but for
Charlotte, it's home. When she catches the eye of an Elven
prince and spurns his advances, Charlotte sparks a
devastating war between the creatures of the light and those
lurking in the darkness. Worst of all, she endangers the
person she loves most: the man who brought her to the occult
city. Joining forces with a coven of outcast monsters,
Charlotte rebels against an empire to preserve the magic in
her city and in her heart. But can her allies set aside their
differences for the greater good? Loyalties are tested and
grudges grow thorny roots, but no matter the cost, Charlotte
will fight to save the shadows. In the occult city, the dawn
cannot consume the night. Warning: Guillermo del Toro-style
monsters with the heart of a Studio Ghibli film roam free in the
streets of Occult Prague. Fans of THE MORTAL
INSTRUMENTS and THE VAMPIRE CHRONICLES will be
eager to visit. hr "I love a vampire that does what a vampire is
supposed to do...I highly recommend this story as a must
read! Goodbye Bella and Edward!"- I Heart YA Books "This
was such a magical and beautifully written tale of love and
found family. The plot had all the dynamic twists and turns to
keep me enthralled to see what would happen next. I support
any book that takes the "good versus evil" theme and flips it
so the "evil" beings are misunderstood and hated by the
"good" for being different. Also, I just really like vampires." Verified Reviewer "Leighton had shown off her talents as a
world builder, with an ability to create an atmosphere the
reader can feel a part of. Her characters arrive on the scene
fully fleshed out, each with their own quirks and backstory." Steve Taintor, Vine Voice "Holy f***ing s***! This woman is an
f***ing genius! I mean, seriously! I was hooked in from the
very first word to the f***ing last! This book deserves 1,000s
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of stars because its just that f***ing epic. EPIC!!! That's the
perfect word for this book." -Verified Reviewer
He's passed his college entrance exams with flying colors. He
can do pretty much whatever he wants. But what teenager
Ron Morgan wants most is for his father to quit telling him
what to do. Quit running his life. What better way to unwind
than having a last blowout on Labor Day in the domed
playground of Fun City: Manhattan. Inside the dome,
however, Ron loses his wallet and identity card. Worse, he's
trapped when the dome closes for the season. There's no
way out. Gangs roam the street. Food is scarce. Ron is on his
own. All Ron wanted was some fun. He'll be lucky to escape
New York alive.... At the Publisher's request, this title is being
sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.

Atlanta: it's the promised city for the off-worlders,
foreigners from the alternate dimensions of heavenlike Elysia and hell-like Charbydon. Some bring good
works and miracles. And some bring unimaginable
evil.... Charlie Madigan is a divorced mother of one,
and a kick-ass cop trained to take down the toughest
human and off-world criminals. She's recently
returned from the dead after a brutal attack, an
unexplained revival that has left her plagued by
ruthless nightmares and random outbursts of
strength that make doing her job for Atlanta P.D.'s
Integration Task Force even harder. Since the
Revelation, the criminal element in Underground
Atlanta has grown, leaving Charlie and her partner
Hank to keep the chaos to a dull roar. But now an
insidious new danger is descending on her city with
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terrifying speed, threatening innocent lives: a deadly,
off-world narcotic known as ash. Charlie is
determined to uncover the source of ash before it
targets another victim -- but can she protect those
she loves from a force more powerful than heaven
and hell combined?
From bestselling author Scarlett St. Clair comes a
dark and enthralling reimagining of the Hades and
Persephone Greek myth. "Let me worship you," he
said. She remembered the words she had whispered
to him in the back of the limo after La Rose. "You will
worship me, and I won't even have to order you." His
request felt sinful and devious, and she reveled in it.
She answered, "Yes." Persephone is the Goddess of
Spring in title only. Since she was a little girl, flowers
have only shriveled at her touch. After moving to
New Athens, she hoped to lead an unassuming life
disguised as a mortal journalist. All of that changes
when she sits down in a forbidden nightclub to play a
hand of cards with a hypnotic and mysterious
stranger. Hades, God of the Dead, has built a
gambling empire in the mortal world and his favorite
bets are rumored to be impossible. But nothing has
ever intrigued him as much as the goddess offering
him a bargain he can't resist. After her encounter
with Hades, Persephone finds herself in a contract
with the God of the Dead, and his terms are
impossible: Persephone must create life in the
Underworld or lose her freedom forever. The bet
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does more than expose Persephone's failure as a
goddess, however. As she struggles to sow the
seeds of her freedom, love for the God of the Dead
grows—a love that is both captivating and forbidden.
Tina Evans, grieving over the death of her little boy
in a tragic accident, and her compassionate lover
embark on a terrifying odyssey in search of the truth
about her son's death and the shocking messages
that lead her to believe that the child may not be
dead after all.
A teenage boy accompanies his father, who has
recently escaped from prison, on a trip that turns out
to be a time of often painful discovery for them both.
WINNER of the 2013 Printz Award. In darkness I
count my blessings like Manman taught me. One: I
am alive. Two: there is no two. In the aftermath of
the Haitian earthquake a boy is trapped beneath the
rubble of a ruined hospital: thirsty, terrified and
alone. 'Shorty' is a child of the slums, a teenage boy
who has seen enough violence to last a lifetime, and
who has been inexorably drawn into the world of the
gangsters who rule Site Soleil: men who dole out
money with one hand and death with the other. But
Shorty has a secret: a flame of revenge that blazes
inside him and a burning wish to find the twin sister
he lost five years ago. And he is marked. Marked in
a way that links him with Toussaint L'Ouverture, the
Haitian rebel who two-hundred years ago led the
slave revolt and faced down Napoleon to force the
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French out of Haiti. As he grows weaker, Shorty
relives the journey that took him to the hospital, a
bullet wound in his arm. In his visions and memories
he hopes to find the strength to survive, and perhaps
then Toussaint can find a way to be free . . .
Love. Betrayal. Revenge. Lucifer has escaped from
purgatory. Darkness descends on both Horizon and
the mortal world. The Order of the First is the on
move, systematically turning angels against angels.
Their numbers continue to grow as chaos and
destruction overwhelm the Legion. Meanwhile, Alexa
is trapped in Tartarus, the impenetrable and
inescapable angel prison, knowing all too well that
she’s responsible for Lucifer’s breakout. But can
she find a way to escape her prison to fight the
greatest evil she has ever faced? Worse, Milo has
sacrificed himself to save the angels from his
father’s deadly wrath. Will Alexa ever see him
again? If so, is he allied with his father? Can she still
trust him? Or is he truly lost? The stakes are higher
than ever in the last installment of The Horizon
Chronicles series.
Leigh Bardugo's Six of Crows meets Kristin
Cashore's Graceling, with a dash of Winter is
Coming, in this showstopping debut YA fantasy--and
recipient of FOUR starred reviews! A Morris Award
Finalist for best debut young adult novel! A Kirkus
Best Book of the Year! A Tor.com Best YA
SFF/Horror Book of the Year! "One of the most
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stunning debuts of the year." —Seventeen The Age of
Darkness approaches. Five lives stand in its way.
Who will stop it . . . or unleash it? For generations,
the Seven Prophets guided humanity. Using their
visions of the future, they ended wars and united
nations—until the day, one hundred years ago, when
the Prophets disappeared. All they left behind was
one final, secret prophecy, foretelling an Age of
Darkness and the birth of a new Prophet who could
be the world’s salvation . . . or the cause of its
destruction. With chaos on the horizon, five souls are
set on a collision course: A prince exiled from his
kingdom. A ruthless killer known as the Pale Hand. A
once-faithful leader torn between his duty and his
heart. A reckless gambler with the power to find
anything or anyone. And a dying girl on the verge of
giving up. One of them—or all of them—could break
the world. Will they be savior or destroyer? Perfect
for fans of Throne of Glass, Children of Blood and
Bone, and An Ember in the Ashes. Praise for There
Will Come a Darkness “A can’t miss debut from an
exciting new talent.” –Kiersten White, New York
Times bestselling author of Slayer “Even in a world
filled with graces and prophets, the real magic of
There Will Come a Darkness is in how Pool has
crafted her heroes—messy, flawed, and so
beguilingly human. I dare you not to fall madly in
love with all of them.” —Laura Sebastian, New York
Times bestselling author of Ash Princess * "A wellPage 9/17
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crafted, surprising, and gripping start to a new
trilogy." —Kirkus Reviews, STARRED review
'She is unique. She is legend' THE TIMES 'A tour de
force' EVENING STANDARD 'A wonderfully mordant
analyst of human weakness' Martin Amis Earth, like the
rest of the Known Worlds, has fallen to the Shing.
Scattered here and there, small groups of humans live in
a state of semi-barbarism. They have lost the skills,
science and knowledge that had been Earth's in the
golden age of the League of Worlds, and whenever a
colony of humans tries to rekindle the embers of a halfforgotten technology, the Shing, with their strange,
mindlying power, crush them out. There is one man who
can stand against the malign Shing, but he is an alien
with amber eyes and must first prove to paranoid
humanity that he himself is not a creature of the Shing.
If you delight in the suspense of Stephen King and The
Stranger by Harlan Coben chilled you to the bone (in the
best possible way), you'll love The Eyes of Darkness the classic thriller by Sunday Times and New York Times
bestselling author Dean Koontz. 'Not just a master of our
darkest dreams but also a literary juggler' - The Times.
Tina Evans can think of no better time for a fresh start.
It's been a year of unbelievable heartache since her son
Danny's death. Now the Vegas show that she directed is
about to premiere, so she vows to out her grief behind
her. Only there is a message for Tina, scrawled on the
chalkboard in Danny's room. Two words that will send
Tina on a terrifying journey... NOT DEAD. This book was
originally published under the pseudonym Leigh Nichols.
City of DarknessLife in Kowloon Walled City
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This novel by a New York Times–bestselling author
follows three “bold, courageous, and entertaining”
women through the tumult of the French Revolution
(Booklist). For Claire Lacombe and Pauline Leon, two
poor women of eighteenth-century France, the lofty
ideals of the coming revolution could not seem more
abstract. But when Claire sees the gaping disparity
between the poverty she has known and the lavish lives
of aristocrats as her theater group performs in their
homes, and Pauline witnesses the execution of local
bread riot leaders, both are driven to join the uprising.
They, along with upper-class women like Madame
Manon Roland, who ghostwrites speeches for her
politician husband and runs a Parisian salon where
revolutionaries gather, will play critical roles in the
French people’s bloody battle for liberty and equality.
Based on a true story, author Marge Piercy’s thrilling
and scrupulously researched account shines with
emotional depth and strikingly animated action. By
interweaving their tales with the exploits of men whose
names have become synonymous with the revolution,
like Robespierre and Danton, Piercy reveals how the
contributions of these courageous women may be lesser
known, but no less important. Rich in detail and broad in
scope, City of Darkness, City of Light is a riveting
portrayal of an extraordinary era and the women who
helped shape an important chapter in history.
The climate is tense in 1870s Europe as mistrust and
suspicion rule the day. When the wife of Baron
Harsanyi--a well-connected military attache--is found
murdered, it is only the first in a series of evil acts
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committed by a shadowy enemy bent on destroying the
baron. As nations ready for war, the baron must uncover
the truth as he and his two adult children are launched
straight into the maelstrom that will engulf the continent.
Cover -- Half Title -- Title -- Copyright -- Contents -Acknowledgments -- List of Illustrations -- List of
Abbreviations -- Note on Sources and Place Names -Introduction -- PART ONE: Godly Walkers -- I Sin in
Coming Unworthily and I Sin in Staying Away Unworthily
-- The Loud Calls of Divine Providence -- I Was Born in a
Land of Light -- That I Might Walk Answerable to My
Profession -- PART TWO: In a Flame -- They Build upon
a Sandy Foundation -- An Extraordinary Work on Foot in
the Land -- New Converts -- To Write So Freely of Your
Own Experiences -- PART THREE: Exercised Bodies,
Impulsive Bibles -- Peirced by the Word -- I Think I Have
the Spirit of God -- His Name Was in the Book of Life -- If
This Bee Delusion Lett Mee Have More of It -- PART
FOUR: Pentecost and Protest -- The Lord Opened My
Mouth -- They Can Hardly Be Neighbourly or Peaceable
-- He Would as Soon Give the Bread in the Sacrament to
a Dog -- Let Him Stand Up in the Day of Pentecost -PART FIVE: Travels -- Out of the Fold -- Holier Than
Thou -- Would Not Convert a Rat -- Tohu and Bohu -Nothingarians -- Epilogue -- Appendix A: A Note on
Church Affiliation Statistics -- Appendix B: Major
Relations of Faith Collections -- Appendix C: Selected
Relations of Faith, 1697-1801 -- Index -- A -- B -- C -- D
-- E -- F -- G -- H -- I -- J -- K -- L -- M -- N -- O -- P -- Q -R -- S -- T -- U -- V -- W -- Y
Imagine an illegally built mini-city taking up only the area
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of a sports stadium but home to 60,000 people. What
was it like living in the most densely populated place on
Earth? 22-year-old artist Fiona Hawthorne spent three
months inside the notorious Walled City of Kowloon, an
apparent no-go area in the heart of Hong Kong. This
book reveals the artworks she created there. It is a
unique record of a place that no longer exists.
Vannevar Thomas is an astute Virginia gentleman and
sophisticated vampire living in 19th century San Francisco. In
the midst of the California Goldrush, Vannevar faces the
conflicts and corruption associated with a rapidly growing
vampire society. Prince of the City depicts Nob Hill mansions
and balls, a World Fair, and the great San Francisco
Earthquake from a vampire's point of view.
In a forbidding future, Amy and Axel are children who live
underground under the omniscient eye of the Authorities and
attempt a daring escape to the outside world.
One of the best examples of the alternate history genre.
Genly Ai is an ethnologist observing the people of the planet
Gethen, a world perpetually in winter. The people there are
androgynous, normally neuter, but they can become male ot
female at the peak of their sexual cycle. They seem to Genly
Ai alien, unsophisticated and confusing. But he is drawn into
the complex politics of the planet and, during a long, tortuous
journey across the ice with a politician who has fallen from
favour and has been outcast, he loses his professional
detachment and reaches a painful understanding of the true
nature of Gethenians and, in a moving and memorable
sequence, even finds love...
When Tynan Llywelyn awoke after a century of Sleep he
found himself tethered to a war between a global
technological dictatorship and the rebel uprising it sought to
crush. Tynan realized quickly that his path in this new world
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was to be nothing less than extraordinary, embroiled in a web
of tragedy, betrayal, and blood. In the wake of the death of
Lord Cardone III and the system failure of the Chronous
matrix, both humanity and vampire alike now struggle to
redefine themselves in societal darkness and twisted codependency of one another to survive their common enemy,
the Tyst Empire. Tynan himself is caught in a new political
war of his own. Emerging victorious from his final battle, the
Immortals have appointed him to a place of power amongst
their ranks. However, Tynan's desire to return to his previous
path as the philosophical leader of the vampire race creates a
moral and ethical divide within him, as well as a deep concern
for the women he loves. Amidst a seething, unstable world
where conspiracy and violence thrives in every shadow,
Tynan must walk a perilous new path lest he watch the world
he just saved burn to ashes around him.
Luther meets The Wire, this is the first Detective Harry Virdee
novel 'Outstanding - relentless, multi-layered suspense and
real human drama make this a crime debut to relish' Lee
Child The sky over Bradford is heavy with foreboding. It
always is. But this morning it has reason to be - this morning
a body has been found. And it's not just any body. Detective
Harry Virdee should be at home with his wife. Impending
fatherhood should be all he can think about but he's been
suspended from work just as the biggest case of the year
lands on what would have been his desk. He can't keep
himself away. Determined to restore his reputation, Harry is
obliged to take to the shadows in search of notorious exconvict and prime suspect, Lucas Dwight. But as the
motivations of the murder threaten to tip an already unstable
city into riotous anarchy, Harry finds his preconceptions
turned on their head as he discovers what it's like to be on the
other side of the law... Readers are gripped by Streets of
Darkness: ***** 'Fast paced, this book kept me hooked the
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whole way through.' ***** 'A hard-hitting thriller that gets to the
root of a city torn apart.' ***** 'I was hooked from the very first
sentence. I can't wait to read more about this complex
detective, his family and home town.' Don't miss A. A.
Dhand's heart-pounding new standalone thriller, The Blood
Divide - out now!
Agreeing to flee New York City when her husband is targeted
by a gang for his part in a high-profile arrest, Molly travels to
Paris to stay with art-student friends whose disappearances
are tied to the murder of a renowned Impressionist artist. By
the Agatha Award-winning author of the Evan Evans series.
40,000 first printing.

The sequel to the internationally bestselling historical
thriller THE ALIENIST, now a major Netflix series,
starring Luke Evans, Dakota Fanning and Daniel Brühl.
A year after the events that took place in the bestselling
THE ALIENIST, the cast of characters are again brought
together to investigate a crime committed in the heady
days of New York in the 1890s, this time narrated by the
orphan Stevie Taggert. A young child, the daughter of
Spanish diplomats, disappears. It seems she has been
abducted but no ransom note is received and the
detectives Isaacson quickly discover that a nurse,
Elspeth Hunter, is probably the kidnapper. They also
discover that Hunter has been a little too closely
connected with the death of three other infants. But what
are her motives? She married a fortune, and although
she is connected to some fairly rough villains this crime
does not fit their modus operandi. Is it something as
'simple' as psychological disturbance due to her own
inability to bear children, or something more sinister
unguessed at?
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"As the tension for war mounts between the Seelie and
Unseelie (Light and Dark), the tension at the Dark
Dweller's compound escalates even more as they
prepare to obtain the Sword of Light-the only weapon
able to kill the Queen. Is Ember the answer to the
location of the sword? Is she the one to fulfill the
prophecy?" -- page [4] cover.
A photographic record of Kowloon Walled City - a city
within a city, now demolished and its 35,000 inhabitants
rehoused. Containing interviews and commentary, the
book tells the city's history, and how the self-sufficient
community lived and worked in so little space in such
apparent harmony.
A serial killer has come to town, but does anyone care?
The Trashman takes pride in each and every one of his
kills. He is a meticulous planner and wants to provide a
service that nobody else is willing to do. Each kill is for
the greater good and he wants to make sure that his city
appreciates it. The homeless, after all, don't deserve to
be in his city. Everything was going fine until he made
one little mistake. It wasn't even really his fault,
sometimes sacrifices have to be made. If one innocent
boy had to die, then so be it. He could live with that. Hot
on his trail are Detectives Suzanne Foley and DJ
Reynolds. A seemingly odd couple who try to bring a
quick resolution to the killings. Killings which are not
condemned or publicized like most. As they fall deeper
into the mystery of The Trashman, they are forced to
confront their neighbors and their city in ways they never
imagined. As the clues lead them to the identity of the
Trashman, they will need to decide if they even want to
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know the truth. The Sound of Darkness explores the
mind of a serial killer, along with the trauma he leaves
behind. Is violence numbing when you're not involved? Is
it ever right to turn your back on evil? The Sound of
Darkness is calling... who will take a stand and answer....
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